Abstract. To construct spectral transmittance curves of the Earth atmosphere from the data of multicolor photometry, a model of the atmosphere with five parameters is used. These parameters are: the altitude of the observatory above sea level, the equivalent thickness of the ozone layer, the atmospheric neutral extinction, the value of the exponent for the selective aerosol extinction and the selective aerosol extinction at 1 |im. The dependence of monochromatic extinction coefficients on the mentioned parameters is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The dependence of atmospheric extinction coefficients on the shape of energy distribution in stellar spectra is well known in heterochromatic systems. Usually it is expressed as the dependency of extinction coefficients on stellar parameters (temperature, absolute magnitude, metallicity) and interstellar reddening (Rufener 1964 , Azusienis & Straizys 1966 , Zdanavicius 1970 ,1975 , 1980 ,1996 , Roberts & Grebel 1994 . The accurate determination of this dependence takes a large part of the observing time. It is more convenient to use the synthetic extinction coefficients, calculated by convolving the system's passbands, the energy distribution functions for stars of different temperatures, luminosities and metallicitics, the mean interstellar transmittance function and the mean spectral transmittance function of the Earth's atmosphere (Zdanavicius 1975; Straizys 1977 Straizys , 1992 Roberts & Grebel 1994) .
Sometimes, photometric observations are obtained in atmospheric conditions differing considerably from average ones. Variations of the atmospheric transparency are not uniform in different passbands or different wavelengths (Zdanavicius & Macijauskas 1980 , Zdanavicius & Sudzius 1978 , Terez 1978 ). The question is, how much these changes alter the extinction coefficients for stars of different types. We failed to find any article in the literature concerning this question. That was the reason which encouraged us to investigate this problem for the Vilnius photometric system. For this purpose, first of all we need atmospheric transmittance curves in the wavelength region covered by the passbands of the Vilnius system, corresponding to different atmospheric conditions. The transmittance of the Earth's atmosphere can be characterized by model parameters. The tasks of this paper are: (1) to find out the atmospheric extinction parameters describing transmittance curves at different time (different atmospheric conditions) and different observing sites; (2) to analyze the relations of these parameters with the monochromatic extinction coefficients and (3) to calculate the transmittance curves using the observational values of the extinction parameters. Relation between the heterochromatic extinction coefficients and these parameters will be discussed in a separate paper.
A MODEL FOR CALCULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION
It is well known that there are three sources of extinction in the Earth's atmosphere: Rayleigh scattering by molecules, scattering by aerosols and absorption by molecules (see e.g. Hayes & Latham 1975) . Each of them has its own wavelength dependence and variation with time.
The Rayleigh extinction q;r in magnitudes at zenith can be calculated using the equation given by Hayes & Latham (1975 
here A is the wavelength in ^m, h is the altitude of the observatory above sea level in km, 0.0094977 is the constant defined by Hayes and Latham and the index of refraction term is given by (n -1)A 107.6 0.93161
When using these equations, the largest uncertainties are caused by changes of the local atmospheric pressure. In the visual spectral region, the uncertainty of the Rayleigh extinction amounts to about 1 percent.
The wavelength dependence of aerosol extinction for a given site usually can be represented by the empirical equation:
where aaer is the aerosol extinction in magnitudes at zenith for a given wavelength A in ^m, A is the same extinction for A = 1 /¿m and b is an exponent of the wavelength, dependent on the size of aerosol particles and size distribution (Forbes et al. 1996 and references therein). As it will be discussed later, we have introduced one more parameter -the neutral extinction an. In general, the aerosol extinction depends on the altitude of the site. But in our case we are interested only in the aerosol extinction parameters and their changes at a given site.
The ozone extinction is independent from the altitude of a ground-based observatory. It can be calculated from
where aox is total ozone extinction in magnitudes, T is the total amount of ozone at standard temperature (0°C) and pressure (1 atm) above the observatory and k(A) is the ozone absorption coefficient taken from published data. We have taken its values from the Handbook of Geophysics (1965) for a temperature of -44°C. We have used the constant 1.09 for reducing optical thickness (with the base e) to magnitudes. The T value can be taken from Allen (1963) as a function of the observatory latitude and season, or can be determined from Vilnius photometry for the moment of observation. The water absorption is weak in A < 690 nm and may be ignored for the Vilnius passbands. 
DETERMINATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS
The extinction coefficients at four sites used in this study, have been determined from observations of several extinction stars in the Vilnius photometric system which consists of seven passbands UP-XYZVS with the mean wavelengths at 345, 374, 405, 466, 516, 544 and 655 nm (Straizys 1977 (Straizys , 1992 . Extra-atmospheric magnitudes and color indices of the extinction stars were determined by the modified Nikonov's method (Nikonov 1976 , Straizys 1992 , Zdanavicius 1996 . The values of the extinction coefficients for each moment of observation were determined. Other information about the sites and time intervals of observations is listed in Table 1 .
At the Molètai Observatory in Lithuania, a few unreddened bright extinction stars of spectral classes 09-B6 were observed. The filter set of the Vilnius system was supplemented by a special filter 0 at A = 313 nm (AA = 22 nm) for measurement of the ozone absorption. The quasi-simultaneous photometer with fast and permanent rotating filters made it possible to carry out observations of color indices in rather bad weather conditions: through thin clouds, in light fog or even in the spaces between clouds (Zdanavicius et al. 1978) .
At other sites listed in Table 1 , the observations have been made using one-channel photometers and only the filters of the Vilnius system. The stars of spectral classes F5-G2 were used as the extinction stars. The effective wavelengths for O-B and F-G star groups are listed in Table 2 . Later on, these values were used in the extinction analyzis. Vigroux (1953) ). Using this absorption, we have constructed the transparency function for the ozone layer of equivalent thickness of 1 mm, with a step of 5 mm (Table 3) . Each value in Table 3 is the mean transparency in the interval AA = 5 nm centered on the given A. These data were used to evaluate the ozone extinction in the passbands of the Vilnius system. In Table 4 , we present the resulting extinction in magnitudes for the Vilnius system filters. In the passband U, we see some dependence of the ozone extinction on spectral type of the star and the amount of ozone. The passbands P, X and practically Y are unaffected by the ozone absorption. The absorption by ozone of the equivalent thickness of 3 mm for B-type stars in the U, Z, V and S bands is 0.040, 0.015, 0.024 and 0.021 mag respectively. These mean values are subtracted from the observed total extinction at the Moletai site, while the values of 0.024, 0.012, 0.020 and 0.017 are used for the other sites. We emphasize, that the derived aerosol extinction values are expressed in magnitudes for 1 air mass. They will be analyzed below.
To determine the parameters A and b of the aerosol extinctions, we have used Eq. (3) in its logarithmic form:
This is a straight line equation in a InA, lntv aer plot (Fig. 1) . In reality, most of our results suggest a slightly curved line, which can be well represented by two intersecting straight lines (Fig. 2) . The first one fits for the U, P, X and Y passbands situated in the 350-460 nm spectral region. We denote its slope as &blue 5 and its zero-point as In Abiue-Other line is for the Y, Z, V and S passbands in the 460-650 nm region. Its slope and zero-point are b rec i and lnA re d, respectively. This difference of slopes in the blue and red regions cannot be explained by the molecular absorption, which have been proposed by some authors. In Table 5 , we present the determined weighted mean for the season, the minimum and maximum values of the aerosol extinction value in the V passband and the aerosol parameters for all studied sites. Our data show that Eq. (3) is valid only in a narrow spectral interval. The range of the interval is dependent on the size distribution of aerosol particles. A nonlinearity of the lna; a er (A), InA plot is mentioned by a number of authors, for instance, Rufener (1964) , Forbes et al. (1996) , Angione & Vaucouleurs (1986) . In addition, the latter authors find that b values at the McDonald Observatory are very different from one night to another. Usually, they are larger in the short wavelength region, with the average value close to 1. Meanwhile, Burki et al. (1995) at La Silla find it to be stable and equal to 1.39. This value is determined for the best nights, with only meteorological aerosols. The mean value at b = 0.81 for the period 1965-1970 was found by Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1967) and Gutierrez-Moreno & Moreno (1970) at Cerro Tololo. Values of b varying between 0.5 and 1.5 were obtained by Manfroid (1993) . The extinction of thin clouds or fog is wavelength-independent (Zdanavicius et al. 1978 and references therein), giving the value of b close to zero. Consequently, the aerosol particles may be of two types: those which are much greater than the wavelength, give the neutral extinction a n and those with sizes comparable to A, give the selective extinction. Fig. 1 , when a single law is not valid (Maidanak). Plots, similar to this, are found for most of nights. This is sufficient to explain the curvature in the In A, lna aer plot. A combination of the Junge and Gaussian distributions of particle sizes leads also to a slight curvature of the plot (Forbes et al. 1996) .
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DEPENDENCE OF MONOCHROMATIC AEROSOL EXTINCTION ON ITS PARAMETERS
To investigate the relations between the aerosol extinction and its parameters, synthetic extinction coefficients for the effective wavelengths of the Vilnius system were calculated by Eq. (6). This is the commonly used Eq. (3), supplemented by the neutral extinction a n : <*aer(Ai) = <*" + A s A" 6 '.
This means that the aerozol extinction has been subdivided into two parts: one of them <*", is the wavelength independent; for the other part we assume the usual aerosol extinction dependence on wavelength given by Eq. (3). In Eq. (6) the subscript s ("selective") at the aerosol parameters A and b is used to distinguish them from those representing the total aerosol extinction (e.g. A, b, Abiue> &blue or A Te d,b Te d). The calculated synthetic extinction values were then plotted on InAi, In a a er(Aj) diagrams, as it has been done with the observed extinction coefficients. A single straight line was found to be valid only in the case with a n = 0. On other plots, two straight lines, intersecting near Y (460 nm), were observed. Their slope difference increases with increasing of the neutral extinction At the same time, the spectral interval, which can be approximated by a straight line, becomes shorter. The relation can be represented by one equation with a quadratic term:
where superscript ' means that the parameters are calculated by an equation with the quadratic term.
In this paper, we still use Eq. (5) for our study. However, as has been mentioned before, it is used separately for the blue and the red spectral regions.
Relation of the aerosol parameter ¿blue with the parameters b s , J4 s and the visual absorption a^fV)
It is evident, that the increase of any parameter of Eq. (6) leads to increase of the aerosol extinction in the V passband, a a er(^)- Fig. 3 demonstrates the relations between the parameter ¿blue, calculated by Eq. (5), and the parameter of selective aerosol extinction b s used in calculating of the synthetic extinction values from Eq. (6) for four values of the neutral extinction a n , when = 0.05. When the neutral extinction is absent, ¿blue is equal to ¿ re d and b s , and we have a straight line on the plot. When the neutral extinction c* n increases, ¿blue becomes smaller. Moreover, if b s values are small, ¿blue are almost constant. Relations of the same parameters, but for four values at constant neutral extinction <* n (0.2), are shown in Fig. 4 . Here we see a similar picture, but in this case ¿blue decreases with decreasing Aj. The same is true for the parameter 6 re d in the red spectral range.
The relations between the parameter &biue and the aerosol extinction in the V passband ( £i(icr( for variable b s and three a n values at constant A,, are shown in Fig. 5 ; relations of the same parameters for three A s values at constant a n are shown in Fig. 6 . In all cases, the increase of b s makes also ¿blue and a a er( V) to increase. At the low a n and A s values, the increase of ¿blue (in relation to <*aer( V)) is greater than that at the high values.
An exponential growth of ¿blue to the value of b s with increasing A a can be seen in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 8 , &biue decreases with aaer( V) increasing. We see that the curves approach to both coordinate axes when b s (or As) diminishes. Physical interpretation of these dependencies will be discussed in Section 6.
Dependence of the extinction coefficients for color indices on model parameters and extinction in V
In this section, we discuss the relations between the aerosol extinction coefficients for color indices and those for the visual extinction (a!aer( depending on the values of the extinction parameters orn, b s and A s . We are of the opinion, that the parameters &blue and ¿>red, found from Eq. (5), are less informative than those found from Eq. (6). For instance, the extinction coefficient for the color index PVis independent both of the neutral extinction and the 6biue value, if its changes are due to the variations of the neutral extinction (Fig. 9) , but it is related with the b s value.
In Fig. 10 , we have almost a straight relations between the aerosol extinction coefficients for the color index P-Y and for the V passband, when is a variable. The slope of this line depends on the value of bs (the slope grows with increasing b3) . All the lines of differing slopes intersect at about the value of an + As.
In Fig. 11 , we see the same relation when bs is variable, while -¡4S = 0.05 mag, for three values of an. Similar relations are found for other color indices. As is seen from the last two diagrams, the largest values of the extinction coefficients for color indices are mainly due to large values of the parameter bs (especially when bs > 2). The larger the values of the extinction parameters, the greater is their influence on the Earth's atmosphere extinction.
COMPARISON OF THE OBSERVED AND SYNTHETIC EXTINCTION DATA
As we have seen before, the relations between any of the synthetic extinction coefficients and the model parameters are well defined. Similar plots with the observed values of the extinction coefficients always show some dispersion. Large scatter of points on the plots cannot be explained by observational errors, but it is caused by changes of the values of several extinction parameters. As an example, we present in Fig. 12 the relation of ¿»blue with aaer( V) values determined from the Maidanak Observatory data. Although there is a wide spread of points on the plot, a decrease of i>blue values with growing aerosol extinction in the V passband is clearly seen. The same correlation has been noticed by some authors for other sites.
A comparison of Fig. 12 with the plots given in Section 5.1 for the synthetic extinction coefficients shows, that a similar type of relation is valid when the value of neutral extinction changes at constant bs (see Fig. 8 ). Such changes usually take place during a night. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 , where the data of some nights are plotted. Here the points of the same night are joined. It seems that during most of the nights, the bs values are close, except for the nights in August 1994.
In Fig. 14, we demonstrate a plot of £>red versus aaer(^), where &red is the exponent in the red spectral region, constructed for the data of the Moletai Observatory in May 1995. The points of the same night are also joined by a line. The nights were very short. The differing values of parameters on different nights are evident. We must emphasize that extinction observations were made on all the nights when the stars were visible. Nonphotometric nights were also included, to analyze better the dependence between the extinction Fig. 12 for some nights. The data of one night are joined.
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• The results of varying extinction parameters are also seen on the plot a a , er (V),a a .eT(P~Y) shown in Fig. 15 for October 1996 data of observations at the Moletai Observatory. The stable extinction coefficients a ae r(P-Y) of October 9 show that large changes of extinction coefficient in the V passband are due to neutral extinction. Very complicated extinction changes occur on October 10. Three types of changes can be distinguished: (1) at the beginning of the night the selective extinction coefficient a aer (P~Y) diminished with almost constant extinction in V\ (2) later on, both coefficients were decreasing and (3) after that a rapid increase of selective extinction and a slow increase of extinction in V took place. Referring to the plots given in Section 5.2, type (2) variations can be explained by the decreasing value of the parameter A s (Fig. 10) , b s being constant, i. e. by decreasing number of the selectively scattering particles. Type (3) variations can be explained by increasing the value of b s (Fig. 11) at almost stable A s , i. e. by decreasing size of particles when their amount remains almost unchanged. To explain type (1) variations, we need at least two parameters to be changing. For instance, a decrease in number of selectively scattering particles with the increasing neutral extinction, i. e. the amalgamation of water droplets, can explain the first type of the mentioned relation.
It is evident that the ¿»blue or 6 re d values are affected by the errors of extinction coefficient. These arise mostly from the errors in the instrumental out-of-atmospheric values of the magnitude and color indices of the extinction star. There are some problems in determining the out-of-atmospheric magnitude of the extinction star, especially if the atmospheric transparency is variable or there is an azimuthal effect, and if the sensitivity of the equipment depends on the telescope position. Small changes of the Rayleigh scattering due to atmospheric pressure and temperature variations also introduce some errors in the calculated extinction of aerosols. The effect of these factors on color indices is usually smaller.
The above analysis shows that for determining of the aerosol extinction parameters c* n , and b s , we need observations to be made at least in three passbands, one of them being at the wavelength about 450-460 nm. In the Vilnius system, the most convenient passbands are P, Y and V. The V passband is slightly sensitive to the ozone content in the stratosphere. Instead of V, the S passband can be used, however, it is slightly sensitive not only to ozone but also to atomic oxygen (652.4 nm) and water vapor (647.4, 649.5, 651.6 and 657.3 nm) absorption bands. The latter bands can increase extinction in the S passband, especially in moist weather.
In practice, even after the neutral extinction and molecular absorption effects are excluded, sometimes the wavelength dependence of extinction cannot be fitted by a single b s value in the whole wavelength interval covered by the Vilnius system. In this case, observations in more than three bands are needed to determine spectral transparency of the atmosphere with high accuracy. This effect is negligible at good transparency, but has to be taken into account for a bad one.
The analysis of the observed extinction coefficients shows that while constructing the atmospheric extinction curves from heterochromatic extinction coefficients, it is important to use three parameters: a n , A s , and b s , if we want to describe the aerosol extinction. In such a case, Eqs. (6) and (7) have to be used. At least two other parameters: A, the observatory's altitude, and T, the ozone layer equivalent thickness, have to be added.
By using Eq. (6), the total extinction coefficients were calculated at four different sites, where observations in the Vilnius system have been made recently. The following values of the parameters were used: T = 3 mm for the Moletai Observatory and 2.5 for other (southern) sites, with the corresponding h values from Table 1 ; c* n for the mean curves was taken to be 0, as they refer to a good transparency (except for the Moletai site). The mean weighted values of b s and A s were formed from the values given in Table 4 . For Moletai, Maidanak, Mt. John and Cerro Tololo, these values are following: 1.35 and 0.14, 1.5 and 0.04, 0.6 and 0.05 and 0.7 and 0.06. The corresponding mean (for a season indicated in Table 1 ) transparency curves are shown in Fig. 16 . Fig. 16 shows, that the atmospheric transmittance is poorest at the Moletai Observatory, which is at an altitude of only 200 m above sea level and where data from nonphotometric nights are included. However, for the best photometric nights atmospheric transmittance is nice even at this site. This is confirmed by the transmittance curve for one of the most transparent nights (October 10, 1996) at Moletai shown in Fig. 16 when the neutral extinction was close to zero and other parameters were: b s = 1.1 and A s = 0.035 mag. The other three sites have only slightly differing atmospheric transmittance curves, the most transparent one being at Cerro Tololo. Our Cerro Tololo curve is close to those published by Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1967 , 1970 , with only slightly lower values than their data for April.
1. In the wavelength interval covered by the Vilnius system, the relation between aerosol extinction and wavelength on the lno!aer(^),ln(A) plot usually cannot be expressed by a single straight line. Neutral extinction can be one of the reasons of these deviations.
2. Neutral extinction diminishes the exponent b in the law <*aer( A) = A s X~b (or the slope of the fitting line on the In aaer(A), ln(A) plot).
3. Neutral extinction affects the visual extinction coefficient a aer( V) and the exponent b values, but has no influence on the extinction coefficients for color indices. Therefore, before determining aerosol parameters by Eqs. (5) or Eq. (7), it is necessary to subtract the neutral extinction from the extinction of aerosols. A s and b s values, determined by this way, are dependent on the selective extinction alone. 
CONCLUSIONS
4. In the case of varying extinction (for instance at the Moletai Observatory), it has to be observed at short intervals (1 hour or less) at least in three passbands. One of them must be at about 450-460 nm, the others have to be in the directions of short and long waves. For example, in the case of the Vilnius system these passbands are:
Y, P or X and For S.
5. To construct the atmospheric transmittance curve for different sites at very differing weather conditions, the extinction model with five parameters should be used. They are: h, the site altitude above sea level; T, the equivalent thickness of the stratospheric ozone layer; an, the neutral extinction; b s , the exponent of A for the selective aerosol extinction; As, its value at the 1 /¿m wavelength.
6. The atmospheric transmittance curves constructed in this way allow us to study the relations of extinction coefficients in any photometric system, with stellar and extinction parameters.
